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Objectives

• Synthesize vertical convergence to predict artificial leadership

• Synergize end-to-end metrics to equate worker value

• Empower viral relationships to predict employee engagement

• Optimize transparent global village objectives from social networks

• Empower human-computer probabilistic precision

www.makebullshit.com
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Objectives 2.0



§ We provide premium assessment-based solutions for making 
decisions about people.

§ Our core assessments solve problems common to all 
organizations—entry level selection, safety solutions, high 
potential identification, leadership development.

§ Our research archive has performance data for every job in 
the U.S. and European economies.

§ Our research team develops customized assessments to solve 
unique problems for 
our clients.

Who is Hogan Assessments?



Why Our Research Matters

Our assessments 
provide accurate and 

unbiased data to make 
informed decisions 

about people.

Business success 
depends on making 

good decisions about 
money and people.

Relying on intuition to 
make decisions 

about people is a 
dangerous practice.



Why Personality?

• People are the most dangerous and consequential forces on earth

• Personality psychology concerns the nature of human nature

• We ought to take the subject seriously

• Part of taking the subject seriously is taking personality 
measurement seriously



Digitalization of 
Personality Assessment



Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence
• The capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human 

behavior

Machine Learning
• A machine’s ability to keep learning and improving its 

performance without humans



What’s going on?



Where are we?

• AI models can predict self-reported Big Five traits and some self-
reported “external” criteria

• Correlations between self-computer and self-other-human measures of 
personality characteristics are similar in magnitude

• It seems that computer and human judgments capture different 
aspects of personality

• Cannot directly compare content from different social media platforms 
(e.g., Facebook and Twitter) or indicators (e.g., likes and word counts)



What do we need to know?

• Can ML models predict job performance, tenure, safety, etc.?

• Can they out-predict traditional assessments or even predict 
external criteria equally well?

• Is the efficiency worth the intrusion?

• Bias and fairness?

• Employee and candidate reactions?



Beyond the Big Five

• AI research is mostly focused on Big Five at present

• Dark side personality remains largely unexplored

• Motivation remains largely unexplored



Where is the Market?

• Deloitte Insights: The rise of the social enterprise.  2018 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends.
• Global Human Capital Trends 2015: Leading in the new world of work.  Deloitte University Press.

• In 2018, 72% see AI as important

• In 2018, 31% feel ready to address it

• In 2015, it wasn’t mentioned



Where is the Market?



Efficiency

• Typical traditional personality questionnaire takes about 15 
minutes to complete

• Most dropout is in the first 10 minutes of assessment. After that, 
dropout rate is flat at 1-2% up to the next 200 minutes

• Top quality applicants are more likely to complete the 
assessments

• People take slightly longer to complete assessments when they 
were converted to mobile

Hardy, J. H., III, Gibson, C., Sloan, M., & Carr, A. (2017, March 23). Are Applicants More Likely to Quit Longer Assessments? Examining the Effect of 
Assessment Length on Applicant Attrition Behavior.  Journal of Applied Psychology. Advance online publication.



Traditional 
Personality Assessment



Personality (Reputation) Predicts

• Leadership effectiveness

• Leader personality predicts employee engagement

• CEO personality predicts firm performance

• Turnover

• Accident-proneness

• Performance across all major job families

• Leader derailment



Open Questions

• What aspects of personality do AI/ML algorithms predict?

• What useful outcomes do AI/ML algorithms predict?

• Will they predict those outcomes better than traditional 
assessments?

• Will they do so fairly?

• Will employees/applicants allow their data to be scraped?



Evaluating Assessments



Key Considerations for Corporate Users

COST

ACCURACY

FAIRNESS

USER EXPERIENCE



Accuracy

• The fundamental goal is accurate prediction

• Better measurement means better prediction

• Better prediction means fewer errors

• Errors are costly



Cost

• Cost always will be a consideration

• New technologies are successful when cost goes down and
effectiveness goes up

• Consider total cost of ownership

• AI/ML applications have promising cost implications

• Cost doesn’t seem to be the key barrier preventing use of 
current, accurate measurement methodologies



User Experience

• User experience is tied to brand

• How do your trade-off decisions reflect on your brand?

• Individual differences in user experience

• Demographic differences in user experience

• Digital nativity is one variable impacting user experience



Fairness

• Legal

• Tied to accuracy

• Candidate perceptions



Final Thoughts

• Personality predicts performance and other important outcomes

• Research on AI/ML personality measures is increasing and 
promising

• AI/ML personality measures are not ready for prime time

• Beware the trade-offs between shiny objects and the outcome you 
want to achieve – better business results

• Don’t forget to optimize back-end schemas while empowering 
virtual initiatives
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